
INTRODUCTION

These tutorial sessions, for players new to the ukulele, are designed to give a taste of
playing the instrument away from the distraction and pressure of playing in a group, and to
allow them the time to  get  to  know the  instrument,  and to  be  aware  of  what  will  be
expected of them as part of the group.

Once you have become reasonably fluent with playing the ukulele then you will be invited
to sit in on a session with the rest of the group to see if you like it.

The aim is

1. To get the beginner changing chords effortlessly.
2. Extending their chord vocabulary by degrees.

This pack contains information and diagrams to  help  you get  started  with  playing the
ukulele. Over the next few days of instruction you will become familiar with the terminology
that we use when playing various songs from "TAB". You should also be prepared to sing
once you have been fully integrated with the group.
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The ukulele

The body is where the sound is generated. All ukes have a "sweet spot" on the fretboard
somewhere above the soundhole. Playing in the sweetspot will  generate a louder and
more  mellow tone.  This  is  found  by experimentation  as  it  may be  in  a  different  spot
depending on the make of the instrument. It is unlikely to be more than an inch or so
above the soundhole.

As you will see there are 4 nylon strings on a uke that is tuned to a "High G". An alternative
is a "Low G" tuning where the top string is a wire one that is tuned an octave lower.
Apart from that the most common tuning is (from top to bottom) G-C-E-A. To help you
remember this the mnemonic "Greedy Cats Eat Anything" can be used.

The type of ukulele can vary between acoustic (as above), acoustic-electric (an acoustic
fitted with amplification pickups) and solid body electric fitted with steel strings.

There  are  four  main  sizes  in  ukuleles.  Soprano,  concert,  tenor  and baritone.  More
recently the sopranissimo is also gaining popularity, this one is even smaller (16 inches,
40 cm) than the soprano sized ukulele. The soprano however is the most traditional size
at 20 inches (51 cm). This is the most common one and also the size that most people
associate the ukulele with, it also makes that real typical classic ukulele sound.

One step bigger is the concert ukulele at 23 inches (58 cm). The body is bigger and the
neck is longer with more room between the frets, thus making it a little bit easier to handle.
It has — like the soprano — that typical and classic ukulele sound and is a bit louder.

The size which is the most popular lately however is the tenor sized one at 26 inches (66
cm). It strays a little bit from the ukulele sound and sounds a more deeper like a class ical
guitar  (more  ukulele  than  classical  sound  of  course)  than  the  soprano  and  concert
ukuleles. Most professional and well  known ukulele players choose for the tenor sized
ukuleles (e.g. James Hill).

The largest of the bunch comes it at 30 inches (76 cm) and is called the baritone. This
one obviously has the deepest tone and sounds even more like a classical nylon stringed
guitar. This is the least popular ukulele, since many players choose the ukulele for its size,
portability and ukulele sound (and the baritone has kinda a guitar sound). The tuning also
differs from the other sizes, it has a more guitar-like tuning.
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Ukulele Sizes
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Tab (or Tablature)

Tab is a system of displaying  music outside of the normal musical score. It's easier to read
for a beginner as it uses a system of string and fret denominations instead of musical
notation.
In the same way,  chord diagrams perform the same function for chords.  The diagram
below represents both TAB and musical notation.

At the beginning of the uppermost section some important information is shown. The 3/4
indicates that the song is in three/four time, which means that there are three beats to the
bar and each beat is one quarter of a beat in duration. A "Bar" is a division of musical time
and is represented by the vertical lines.

You should notice that the upper section of the diagram above is somewhat different from
the bottom part. It has 5 horizontal lines and the bottom has 4. This is because the top part
is musical notation and not TAB. It represents musical tones and has been included as a
reference because playing  the  top  section  will  produce exactly the  same tune as  the
bottom one. It also carries a lot more valuable information, including timing, note duration
and the inclusion of a flattened note.
The bottom section refers to string and finger positions rather than the notes themselves.

If you decide that you want to go on playing the uke then learning to read simple music
would be advantageous to you, but not strictly necessary.

The bottom section,  which is tab, represents the strings and frets of your ukulele. The
vertical lines do NOT indicate frets however but the same bars as in the musical notation.

To read the TAB indicated above, the horizontal lines (from top to bottom) indicate the
strings and so would be A-E-C-G and the first bar calls for the player hold down the A
string at the third fret, followed by playing the same string twice without holding it down at
all. This is referred to as open.

The third bar calls for one open note on the A string followed by a note on the E string at
the third fret and another open A.
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Chord Diagrams

As  with  TAB,  chord  diagrams  represent  strings,  frets  and  the  position  of  the  fingers
necessary to produce a chord.

In Chord diagrams, the strings are represented by the vertical lines and the frets by the
horizontal ones, and are numbered (L to R) G-C-E-A. It might help you visualise this if you
hold  the  ukulele  vertically  and  look  at  the  fretboard  because  that  is  the  way  chord
diagrams are laid out.

In the C Major chord above, the finger position is indicated by a black dot on the A string.
The O above the strings tell us that the string is played open.

With the F Major chord, the G string is played at the second fret, the C string is played
open, the E string is played at the first fret and the A string is played open.
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Some commonly used chords.
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Strum Pattern

Strumming is the process of using the right hand to play all  four strings in very quick
succession whilst the left hand forms the various chords called for in the song.
You will hear references made to "Strum patterns". These vary from song to song and refer
to the pattern and tempo of the strum. It is designated by using the letter D to denote a
down-strum and the letter U for an up-strum.

These are two examples of strum patterns:  "DDU  UDU" or "DUD  DUD". The gaps in the
middle are just as important as the actual strum as they indicate a missing beat, and this
contributes to the rhythm that you are playing.
Most songs can be played by simply playing either three or four down strokes depending
on whether the piece in question is 3/4 or 4/4 time. This is a good method to ease yourself
into strumming until you become familiar with it.

Exercise  :

Strum four downbeats in the chord of C
Strum four in the chord of  G (The G chord diagram can be found in the example song
below).
Strum four downbeats in the chord of F
Strum four downbeats in the chord of C
When you are confident in the placement of your fingers, string the sequence together
C (d-d-d-d) G (d-d-d-d) F (d-d-d-d) C (d-d-d-d).

Once you are happy with that insert an up-strum between each beat so that you should be
playing
 C (dudududu) G (dudududu) F (dudududu) C (dudududu)
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Example Song in the Key of C

This song is in 4/4 time so it has four beats to the bar, each beat being 1/4 of a note long. Play it
using down strums only until you get used to it.
All the chords used are in the chord diagram on page 5.
It's useful for keeping time if you can get into the habit of tapping your foot with each beat.

CAMPTOWN RACES 
 
 [C] Oh the Camptown ladies sing this song [G7] dooda dooda 

 [C] The Camptown race track's five miles long [G7] oh dooda [C] day 

CHORUS: 

[C] Goin' to run all [C7]night, 

 [F]Goin' to run all [C]day, 

[G7] I bet my money on a [C] bob-tailed nag, 

[G7] Somebody bet on the [C]bay. 

Further information.

Cynthia Lin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0mJxQbXWAc

Uke Guides Strumming Tips
https://ukuguides.com/guides/ultimate-ukulele-strumming-tips-and-guide/
http://willgrovewhite.com/learning-to-play-the-ukulele-lesson-one/
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Glossary

Neck: The part of the uke that the fretboard is fitted to. The strings run down the length of
this.
Fretboard: The playing surface of the uke. Usually a different wood from the neck.
Frets: Horizontal brass bars inserted into the fret board that allows you to play different
notes.
Tab: A system of indicating music without the use of musical notation.
Chord diagram: A schematic representation of strings, frets and finger positions
Strumming:  Playing  all  four  strings  in  very  quick  succession,  either  upwards  or
downwards.
Strum  Pattern:  The  combination  of  upward  and  downward  strums,  along  with  the
inclusion of gaps.
Key:  Major keys. When a piece of music is in a major key, it means that its melody and
chords are comprised entirely (or almost entirely) of the seven notes in one of the major
scales. There are also minor keys.
Fingerpicking: A method of playing a melody by using your fingers of your right hand to
play individual notes. This may or may not be used in conjunction with chords.
Tuner:  A small  electronic device that clips to the head of the uke. Battery powered, it
works by reading the vibration of the strings to allow you to tune individual strings.
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